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Abstract
The neutrino masses and mixings are studied in the model which is the supersymmetric extension
of the standard model with local gauged baryon and lepton numbers(BLMSSM). At tree level the
neutrinos can obtain tiny masses through the See-Saw mechanism in the BLMSSM. The one-loop
corrections to the neutrino masses and mixings are important, and they are studied in this work
with the mass insertion approximation. We study the numerical results and discuss the allowed
parameter space of BLMSSM. It can contribute to study the neutrino masses and to explore the
new physics beyond the standard model(SM).
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1
I. INTRODUCTION
When the CP-even Higgs h0 with mh0 = 125.7GeV was detected by LHC in 2012[1],
all the particles in SM have been founded. Though SM obtains large successes, it is unable
to explain some phenomena. For example, SM can not explain the neutrino masses and
their mixing pattern[2], because in SM there are only three left-handed neutrinos with zero
mass. The anomalous neutrino data from both solar and atmospheric neutrino experiments
promote the study of neutrino masses and lepton flavor violating processes. The authors give
out the global analyses of neutrino oscillation experiments in their work, and the present 3σ
limits for the neutrino experiment data are[3]
0.0188 ≤ sin2 θ13 ≤ 0.0251,
0.270 ≤ sin2 θ12 ≤ 0.344,
0.385 ≤ sin2 θ23 ≤ 0.644,
7.02× 10−5eV2 ≤ ∆m2⊙ ≤ 8.09× 10−5eV2,
2.325× 10−3eV2 ≤ ∆m2A(NO) ≤ 2.599× 10−3eV2,
−2.590× 10−3eV2 ≤ ∆m2A(IO) ≤ −2.307× 10−3eV2. (1)
For the mixing pattern, there are two large mixing angles and one small mixing angle. To
explain the results in Eq.(1), a theory beyond the SM is necessary. Therefore, the neutrino
sector is a natural testing ground for the new models beyond the SM.
For the new physics, the supersymmetric extension of the SM is a popular choice. The
discrete symmetry known as R-parity is defined as Rp = (−1)L+3B+2S with L(B), S denoting
the lepton (baryon) number and the spin of the particle[4]. The minimal supersymmetric
extension of the SM (MSSM)[5] has been studied for many years by theoretical physicists.
MSSM with R-parity conservation has some short comings, where neither µ problem nor
the observed neutrino masses can be explained. R-parity violation can be obtained from L
breaking, B breaking, both L and B breaking. In general, to explain the neutrino experiment
data, the lepton number should be broken.
In R-parity violating supersymmetric models with generic soft supersymmetry breaking
terms[6], neutrinos and neutralinos mix together at tree level. Therefore, one neutrino gets
small mass through the see-saw mechanism[7]. The loop diagrams including lepton number
violating effects provide masses to the other neutrinos. Taking into account the one loop
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effects, the authors research the neutrino masses and mixings. In µνSSM three right-handed
neutrino superfields are introduced[8, 9], and it can solve the µ problem. In this model[10],
the neutrino masses and mixings are studied at one loop level, and significative results are
obtained.
The BLMSSM is the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM with local gauged B
and L, which is spontaneously broken at TeV scale[11]. This model was first proposed by
the authors in Ref.[12]. So BLMSSM is R-parity violating and can explain the asymmetry
of matter-antimatter in the universe. In BLMSSM, the authors study the lightest CP-even
Higgs mass and the decays h0 → γγ, h0 → ZZ(WW )[13]. The one loop and two loop
Barr-Zee type contributions to muon MDM and charged lepton flavor violating processes
are also discussed[14]. Considering the CP-violation, we study neutron EDM, lepton EDM
and B0 − B¯0 mixing in this model[15].
In the BLMSSM, because of the introduced right-handed neutrino fields, the three light
neutrinos obtain tiny masses at tree level through the see-saw mechanism, which is shown in
our previous work[16]. Here, using the mass insertion approximation we consider one loop
corrections to the neutrino mass mixing matrix. The one loop corrections are important,
especially for the light neutrinos.
After this introduction, in Section 2 we briefly introduce the BLMSSM. With mass in-
sertion method, the one loop corrections to neutrino mass matrix are shown in Section 3.
Section 4 is devoted to the numerical analysis. The summary is given out in Section 5.
II. SOME CONTENT OF BLMSSM
The gauge symmetry of BLMSSM is SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(1)B ⊗U(1)L. Com-
pared with MSSM, BLMSSM includes many new fields[11]:
1. the exotic quarks (Qˆ4, Uˆ
c
4 , Dˆ
c
4, Qˆ
c
5, Uˆ5, Dˆ5) used to cancel B anomaly,
2. the exotic leptons (Lˆ4, Eˆ
c
4, Nˆ
c
4 , Lˆ
c
5, Eˆ5, Nˆ5) used to cancel L anomaly,
3. the exotic Higgs ΦˆL, ϕˆL introduced to break L spontaneously with nonzero vacuum
expectation values (VEVs),
4. the exotic Higgs ΦˆB, ϕˆB introduced to break B spontaneously with nonzero VEVs,
5. the superfields Xˆ and Xˆ ′ used to make the exotic quarks unstable,
6. the right-handed neutrinos N cR introduced to provide tiny masses of neutrinos through
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see-saw mechanism.
The lightest mass eigenstate of the mixed mass matrix for Xˆ and Xˆ ′ could be a dark
matter candidate. These new fields are shown particularly in the table1.
TABLE I: The new fields in the BLMSSM: the exotic quarks, exotic leptons, exotic Higgs, X
superfields and right-handed neutrinos.
Superfields SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)B U(1)L
Qˆ4 3 2 1/6 B4 0
Uˆ c4 3¯ 1 -2/3 -B4 0
Dˆc4 3¯ 1 1/3 -B4 0
Qˆc5 3¯ 2 -1/6 -(1 +B4) 0
Uˆ5 3 1 2/3 1 +B4 0
Dˆ5 3 1 -1/3 1 +B4 0
Lˆ4 1 2 -1/2 0 L4
Eˆc4 1 1 1 0 -L4
Nˆ c4 1 1 0 0 -L4
Lˆc5 1 2 1/2 0 -(3 + L4)
Eˆ5 1 1 -1 0 3 + L4
Nˆ5 1 1 0 0 3 + L4
ΦˆB 1 1 0 1 0
ϕˆB 1 1 0 -1 0
ΦˆL 1 1 0 0 -2
ϕˆL 1 1 0 0 2
Xˆ 1 1 0 2/3 +B4 0
Xˆ ′ 1 1 0 −(2/3 +B4) 0
Nˆ cR 1 1 0 0 -1
The superpotential of BLMSSM is written as [11, 13]
WBLMSSM =WMSSM +WB +WL +WX , (2)
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withWMSSM denoting the superpotential of the MSSM. The concrete forms ofWB,WL and
WX are
WB = λQQˆ4Qˆc5ΦˆB + λU Uˆ c4Uˆ5ϕˆB + λDDˆc4Dˆ5ϕˆB + µBΦˆBϕˆB
+Yu4Qˆ4HˆuUˆ
c
4 + Yd4Qˆ4HˆdDˆ
c
4 + Yu5Qˆ
c
5HˆdUˆ5 + Yd5Qˆ
c
5HˆuDˆ5 ,
WL = Ye4Lˆ4HˆdEˆc4 + Yν4Lˆ4HˆuNˆ c4 + Ye5Lˆc5HˆuEˆ5 + Yν5Lˆc5HˆdNˆ5
+YνLˆHˆuNˆ
c + λNcNˆ
cNˆ cϕˆL + µLΦˆLϕˆL ,
WX = λ1QˆQˆc5Xˆ + λ2Uˆ cUˆ5Xˆ ′ + λ3DˆcDˆ5Xˆ ′ + µXXˆXˆ ′ . (3)
The soft breaking terms Lsoft of the BLMSSM can be found in the works[11–13].
Lsoft = LMSSMsoft − (m2ν˜c)IJN˜ c∗I N˜ cJ −m2Q˜4Q˜
†
4Q˜4 −m2U˜4U˜ c∗4 U˜ c4 −m2D˜4D˜c∗4 D˜c4
−m2
Q˜5
Q˜c†5 Q˜
c
5 −m2U˜5U˜∗5 U˜5 −m2D˜5D˜∗5D˜5 −m2L˜4L˜
†
4L˜4 −m2ν˜4N˜ c∗4 N˜ c4
−m2e˜4E˜c∗4 E˜c4 −m2L˜5L˜
c†
5 L˜
c
5 −m2ν˜5N˜∗5 N˜5 −m2e˜5E˜∗5E˜5 −m2ΦBΦ∗BΦB
−m2ϕBϕ∗BϕB −m2ΦLΦ∗LΦL −m2ϕLϕ∗LϕL −
(
mBλBλB +mLλLλL + h.c.
)
+
{
Au4Yu4Q˜4HuU˜
c
4 + Ad4Yd4Q˜4HdD˜
c
4 + Au5Yu5Q˜
c
5HdU˜5 + Ad5Yd5Q˜
c
5HuD˜5
+ABQλQQ˜4Q˜
c
5ΦB + ABUλU U˜
c
4U˜5ϕB + ABDλDD˜
c
4D˜5ϕB +BBµBΦBϕB + h.c.
}
+
{
Ae4Ye4L˜4HdE˜
c
4 + Aν4Yν4L˜4HuN˜
c
4 + Ae5Ye5L˜
c
5HuE˜5 + Aν5Yν5L˜
c
5HdN˜5
+ANYνL˜HuN˜
c + ANcλNcN˜
cN˜ cϕL +BLµLΦLϕL + h.c.
}
+
{
A1λ1Q˜Q˜
c
5X + A2λ2U˜
cU˜5X
′ + A3λ3D˜
cD˜5X
′ +BXµXXX
′ + h.c.
}
, (4)
When the Higgs fields including SU(2)L doublets (Hu Hd) and SU(2)L singlets (ΦL, ϕL,
ΦB, ϕB) obtain nonzero VEVs, the local gauge symmetry SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(1)B ⊗U(1)L
breaks down to the electromagnetic symmetry U(1)e. The SU(2)L doublets Hu, Hd are
defined as
Hu =

 H
+
u
1√
2
(
υu +H
0
u + iP
0
u
)

 , Hd =


1√
2
(
υd +H
0
d + iP
0
d
)
H−d

 , (5)
with nonzero VEVs υu, υd. The SU(2)L singlets (ΦB, ϕB,ΦL, ϕL) have nonzero VEVs
υB, υB, υL, υL.
ΦB =
1√
2
(
υB + Φ
0
B + iP
0
B
)
, ϕB =
1√
2
(
υB + ϕ
0
B + iP
0
B
)
,
ΦL =
1√
2
(
υL + Φ
0
L + iP
0
L
)
, ϕL =
1√
2
(
υL + ϕ
0
L + iP
0
L
)
. (6)
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III. THE COUPLING
Because in the BLMSSM neutrinos are Majorana particles, we can use the following
expressions for the neutrinos. In the base (ψνI
L
, ψNcI
R
), the formulae for mass mixing matrix
and mass eigenstates are shown here[15].
ZTNν

 0
vu√
2
(Yν)
IJ
vu√
2
(Y Tν )
IJ v¯L√
2
(λNc)
IJ

ZNν = diag(mνα), α = 1 . . . 6, I, J = 1, 2, 3,
ψνI
L
= ZIαNνk
0
Nα
, ψNcI
R
= Z
(I+3)α
Nν
k0Nα, χ
0
Nα
=

 k
0
Nα
k¯0Nα

 . (7)
χ0Nα(α = 1 . . . 6) denote the mass eigenstates of the neutrino fields mixed by left-handed and
right-handed neutrinos.
The exotic gauginos (λL, λB) and exotic Higgs super fields (ψΦL , ψϕL, ψΦB , ψϕB) are
introduced in BLMSSM. They mix together leading to six new neutralinos beyond MSSM.
However, the six new neutralinos do not mix with the four MSSM neutralinos. λL (the
superpartners of the new lepton boson) and ψΦL , ψϕL (the superpartners of the SU(2)L
singlets ΦL, ϕL) mix and they produce three lepton neutralinos. In the basis (iλL, ψΦL , ψϕL),
the mass mixing matrix of lepton neutralinos is[15]


2ML 2vLgL −2v¯LgL
2vLgL 0 −µL
−2v¯LgL −µL 0

 . (8)
To get the mass eigenstates for lepton neutralinos, we use the rotation matrix ZNL to diag-
onalize the mass mixing matrix in Eq.(8).
Similarly, three baryon neutralinos are produced from λB (the superpartners of the new
baryon boson) and ψΦB , ψϕB (the superpartners of the SU(2)L singlets ΦB, ϕB). We show
the mass mixing matrix of baryon neutralinos here in the basis (iλB, ψΦB , ψϕB)

2MB 2vBgB −2v¯BgB
2vBgB 0 −µB
−2v¯BgB −µB 0

 . (9)
To obtain three baryon neutrino masses, we use the rotation matrix ZNB to diagonalize the
mass mixing matrix in Eq.(9).
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From the supperpotential WL and the interactions of gauge and matter multiplets
ig
√
2T aij(λ
aψjA
∗
i − λ¯aψ¯iAj), we obtain the couplings with light neutrinos at tree level.
LL(ν) = −Y IJl Z2i−ZIαNν χ¯+i ω−χ0Nα e˜JCR − Y IJν Z4iNZIαNν χ¯0iω−χ0NαN˜ cJR
−Y IJl ZIαNν e¯Jω−χ0NαH2d − Y IJν ZIαNνZ(3+J)βNν χ¯0Nβω−χ0NαH2u
−g2Z1i−ZIαNν χ¯+i ω−χ0Nα e˜−∗L +
√
2gLZ
1i
NL
ZIαNν χ¯
0
Liω−χ
0
Nα
ν˜∗L
− 1√
2
ZIαNν
(
g2Z
2i
N − g1Z1iN
)
χ¯0iω−χ
0
Nα
ν˜I∗L + h.c. (10)
In the same way, the couplings related to heavy neutrinos are also obtained
LH(ν) = Y IJν Z(J+3)αNν χ¯0Nαω−eIH1u + Y IJν Z2i+Z(J+3)αNν χ¯0Nαω−χ+i e˜IL
−Y IJν Z4iNZ(J+3)αNν χ¯0Nαω−χ0i ν˜IL − λIJNcZ(I+3)αNν Z(J+3)βNν χ¯0Nαω−χ0NβϕL
−
(
(λIJNc + λ
JI
Nc)Z
3i
NL
+
√
2gLZ
1i
NL
δIJ
)
Z
(I+3)α
Nν
χ¯0Nαω−χ
0
Li
N cJR + h.c. (11)
IV. THE ONE LOOP CORRECTIONS TO NEUTRINO MASS MATRIX
The neutrino Yukawa couplings (Yν)
IJ , (I, J = 1, 2, 3) are much smaller
than the other couplings. For Eqs.(10)(11), the terms −Y IJν Z4iNZIαNν χ¯0iω−χ0NαN˜ cJR
−Y IJν ZIαNνZ(3+J)βNν χ¯0Nβω−χ0NαH2u in LL(ν), and Y IJν Z
(J+3)α
Nν
χ¯0Nαω−e
IH1u +
Y IJν Z
2i
+Z
(J+3)α
Nν
χ¯0Nαω−χ
+
i e˜
I
L − Y IJν Z4iNZ(J+3)αNν χ¯0Nαω−χ0i ν˜IL in LH(ν) can be neglected safely,
because they are suppressed by Yν compared with the other terms. The Yν in the neutrino
mass mixing matrix at tree level is not neglected. One can find that ZNν is the function of
Yν from Eq.(7). That is to say, ZNν is relevant to the chiral symmetry breaking terms.
Using the mass insertion approximation[17], we deduce the neutrino mass corrections
from the virtual slepton-chargino at one loop level
δ(mν)αθ(e˜L, e˜R, χ
±
i ) =
mχ±
i
Λ2
(
ZIαNνZ
Jθ
Nν
Y Il Y
J
l (Z
2i
− )
2δ(M2
L˜
)IJRRI
0
111(xχ±
i
, xe˜K
R
, xe˜I
R
)
+(ZIθNνZ
Jα
Nν
+ ZIαNνZ
Jθ
Nν
)g2Y
I
l Z
1i
−Z
2i
− δ(M
2
L˜
)IJRLI
0
111(xχ±
i
, xe˜I
R
, xe˜J
L
)
+ZIαNνZ
Jθ
Nν
g22(Z
1i
− )
2δ(M2
L˜
)IJLLI
0
111(xχ±
i
, xe˜I
L
, xe˜J
L
)
)
. (12)
The one loop function I0111(x1, x2, x3) is defined from the following formula
i
∫ dk4
(2pi)4
1
k2 −m21
1
k2 −m22
1
k2 −m23
=
1
Λ2
I0111(x1, x2, x3), (13)
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with Λ representing the energy scale of the new physics and xi =
m2i
Λ2
for i = 1, 2, 3. In
Eq.(12), it seems that the results have nothing to do with the chiral symmetry breaking
terms. In fact, Eq.(12) includes ZNν which is the function of nonzero Yν . Therefore, Eq.(12)
includes the chiral symmetry breaking terms and gives corrections to the neutrino mass
mixing matrix.
In the same way, the neutrino mass corrections from the virtual sneutrino-lepton neu-
tralino and sneutrino-neutralino are obtained
δ(mν)αθ(ν˜L, N˜
c
R, χ
0
Li
) =
mχ0
Li
Λ2
(
2g2L(Z
1i
NL
)2ZIαNνZ
Jθ
Nν
δ(M2ν˜ )
IJ
LLI
0
111(xχ0Li
, xν˜I
L
, xν˜J
L
)
−
√
2gLZ
1i
NL
(ZIαNνZ
(K+3)θ
Nν
+ ZIθNνZ
(K+3)α
Nν
)δ(M2ν˜ )
IJ
LR[(λ
KJ
Nc + λ
JK
Nc )Z
3i
NL
+
√
2gLZ
1i
NL
δKJ ]
×I0111(xχ0Li , xν˜IL , xN˜cJR ) + Z
(I+3)θ
Nν
Z
(F+3)α
Nν
δ(M2ν˜ )
KJ
RR[(λ
IJ
Nc + λ
JI
Nc)Z
3i
NL
+
√
2gLZ
1i
NL
δIJ ]
×[(λFKNc + λKFNc )Z3iNL +
√
2gLZ
1i
NL
δKF ]I0111(xχ0Li
, xN˜cK
R
, xN˜cJ
R
)
)
,
δ(mν)αθ(ν˜L, χ
0
i ) =
1
2Λ2
ZIαNνZ
Jθ
Nν
(g2Z
2i
N − g1Z1iN )2mχ0i δ(M2ν˜ )IJLLI0111(xχ0i , xν˜IL, xν˜JL). (14)
The virtual Higgs-charged lepton and exotic Higgs-neutrino can also give the contributions
δ(mν)αθ(H
2
d , e
I) =
meI
Λ2
Y Il Y
I
l Z
Iα
Nν
ZIθNνδ(M
2)H2
d
H2
d
I012(xeI , xH2d ),
δ(mν)αθ(ϕ
0
L, P¯
0
L, χNν ) =
m
χ
β
ν
2Λ2
λIJNcλ
JK
Nc Z
(I+3)θ
Nν
Z
(K+3)α
Nν
(Z
(J+3)β
Nν
)2
×
(
δ(M2ϕ0
L
ϕ0
L
)I012(xχβν , xϕ0L),+δ(M
2
P¯ 0
L
P¯ 0
L
)I012(xχβν , xP¯ 0L)
)
. (15)
The definition of I012(x1, x2) is
i
∫ dk4
(2pi)4
1
k2 −m21
1
(k2 −m22)2
=
1
Λ2
I012(x1, x2). (16)
In the flavor basis at tree level the neutrino mass mixing matrix is
MN =

 0
vu√
2
(Yν)
IJ
vu√
2
(Y Tν )
IJ v¯L√
2
(λNc)
IJ

 . (17)
With the rotation matrix ZNν , the masses of neutrinos are gotten by the formula
ZTNνMNZNν = diag(mνα), α = 1 . . . 6. We use the matrix Z
T
Nν
in the leading order of
ς, which is defined as ς = vu
v¯L
(Yν)3×3.(λNc)
−1
3×3. All the elements in ς are very small (ςIJ ≪ 1),
because they are suppressed by the tiny neutrino Yukawa Yν. It is a good approximation to
adopt ZTNν in the following form[10]
ZTNν =

 S
T 0
0 RT

 .

 1−
1
2
ς†ς −ς†
ς 1− 1
2
ςς†

 . (18)
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We use the matrices S and R defined in Eq.(18) to diagonalize Mseesawν and v¯L√2λNc
STMseesawν S = diag(mν1, mν2 , mν3),
RT v¯L√
2
(λNc)
IJR = diag(mν4, mν5 , mν6). (19)
In this condition, Mseesawν is expressed as
Mseesawν = −
v2u
v¯L
(Yν)3×3(λNc)
−1
3×3(Y
T
ν )3×3. (20)
The one loop corrections are calculated in the mass basis at tree level, which is
(ψνI
L
, ψNcI
R
)ZNν . Here, we obtain the sum of one loop corrections from Eqs.(12,14,15)
∆(MN )αθ = δ(mν)αθ(e˜L, e˜R, χ
±
i ) + δ(mν)αθ(ν˜L, χ
0
i ) + δ(mν)αθ(H
2
d , e
I)
+δ(mν)αθ(ν˜L, N˜
c
R, χ
0
Li
) + δ(mν)αθ(ϕ
0
L, P¯
0
L, χNν ). (21)
For neutrino mass mixing matrix, to get the sum of tree level results and one loop level
corrections, we rotate ∆MN into the flavor basis (ψνI
L
, ψNcI
R
). Therefore the sum can be
expressed as
MsumN =MN + ZNν∆MNZ
T
Nν
=

 ∆(mνν)
vu√
2
Yν +∆(mνNc)
( vu√
2
Yν +∆(mνNc))
T v¯L√
2
λNc +∆(mNcNc)

 . (22)
Obviously, the matrix MsumN in Eq.(22) including the one loop corrections also possesses a
seesaw structure. Similar as Eq.(20), at one loop level we obtain the corrected effective light
neutrino mass matrix in the following form[10]
Meffν ≈ ∆(mνν)−
(vuYν√
2
+ ∆(mνNc)
)( v¯LλNc√
2
+ ∆(mNcNc)
)−1(vuYν√
2
+ ∆(mνNc)
)T
. (23)
Using the ” top-down ” method[18], from the one loop corrected effective light neutrino
mass matrixMeffν we get the Hermitian matrix
H = (Meffν )†Meffν . (24)
One can diagonalize the 3× 3 matrix H to gain three eigenvalues
m21 =
a
3
− 1
3
p(cos φ+
√
3 sinφ),
m22 =
a
3
− 1
3
p(cos φ−
√
3 sin φ),
m23 =
a
3
+
2
3
p cosφ. (25)
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The concrete forms of the parameters in Eq.(25) are collected here
p =
√
a2 − 3b, φ = 1
3
arccos(
1
p3
(a3 − 9
2
ab+
27
2
c)), a = Tr(H),
b = H11H22 +H11H33 +H22H33 −H212 −H213 −H223, c = Det(H). (26)
For the neutrino mass spectrum, there are two possibilities in the 3-neutrino mixing case.
The neutrino mass spectrum with normal ordering (NO) is
mν1 < mν2 < mν3 , m
2
ν1
= m21, m
2
ν2
= m22, m
2
ν3
= m23,
∆m2⊙ = m
2
ν2
−m2ν1 =
2√
3
p sinφ > 0,
∆m2A = m
2
ν3
−m2ν1 = p(cosφ+
1√
3
sinφ) > 0. (27)
We also write down the neutrino mass spectrum with inverted ordering (IO)
mν3 < mν1 < mν2 , m
2
ν3
= m21, m
2
ν1
= m22, m
2
ν2
= m23,
∆m2⊙ = m
2
ν2
−m2ν1 = p(cosφ−
1√
3
sinφ) > 0,
∆m2A = m
2
ν3
−m2ν2 = −p(cosφ+
1√
3
sin φ) < 0. (28)
From the mass squared matrix H, one gets the normalized eigenvectors

(
Uν
)
11(
Uν
)
21(
Uν
)
31

 =
1√
|X1|2 + |Y1|2 + |Z1|2


X1
Y1
Z1

 ,


(
Uν
)
12(
Uν
)
22(
Uν
)
32

 =
1√
|X2|2 + |Y2|2 + |Z2|2


X2
Y2
Z2

 ,


(
Uν
)
13(
Uν
)
23(
Uν
)
33

 =
1√
|X3|2 + |Y3|2 + |Z3|2


X3
Y3
Z3

 . (29)
The concrete forms of XI , YI , ZI for I = 1, 2, 3 are shown here
X1 = (H22 −m2ν1)(H33 −m2ν1)−H223, Y1 = H13H23 −H12(H33 −m2ν1),
Z1 = H12H23 −H13(H22 −m2ν1), X2 = H13H23 −H12
(
H33 −m2ν2
)
,
Y2 = (H11 −m2ν2)(H33 −m2ν2)−H213, Z2 = H12H13 −H23
(
H11 −m2ν2
)
,
X3 = H12H23 −H13
(
H22 −m2ν3
)
, Y3 = H12H13 −H23
(
H11 −m2ν3
)
,
Z3 = (H11 −m2ν3)(H22 −m2ν3)−H212. (30)
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The mixing angles among three tiny neutrinos can be defined as follows
sin θ13 =
∣∣∣(Uν
)
13
∣∣∣, cos θ13 =
√
1−
∣∣∣(Uν
)
13
∣∣∣2,
sin θ23 =
∣∣∣(Uν
)
23
∣∣∣√
1−
∣∣∣(Uν
)
13
∣∣∣2
, cos θ23 =
∣∣∣(Uν
)
33
∣∣∣√
1−
∣∣∣(Uν
)
13
∣∣∣2
,
sin θ12 =
∣∣∣(Uν
)
12
∣∣∣√
1−
∣∣∣(Uν
)
13
∣∣∣2
, cos θ12 =
∣∣∣(Uν
)
11
∣∣∣√
1−
∣∣∣(Uν
)
13
∣∣∣2
. (31)
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the numerical results for the neutrinos including three mixing
angles and two mass squared differences. Using BLMSSM, we have studied several processes
in our precious works, such as the lightest neutral CP-even Higgs mass and the charged
lepton flavor violating processes. Because the masses of light neutrinos are very tiny at 10−1
TeV order, the used parameters should be precise enough. In this work, the tiny neutrino
Yukawa Yν can give contributions to light neutrino masses at tree level through the see-saw
mechanism. Therefore, Yν are important parameters and should be considered earnestly.
We show the used parameters
BH = 800GeV, µH = 650GeV, m1 = −1TeV, m2 = −500GeV, λNc = 1,
(m2
L˜
)11 = 1347.203
2GeV2, (m2
L˜
)22 = 1238.028
2GeV2, (m2
L˜
)33 = 1464.3458
2GeV2,
(m2
R˜
) = δijTeV
2, (Al) = −3δijTeV, (A′l) = 3δijTeV, ANc = AN = 2δijTeV,
me˜1
L
= 3250GeV, me˜2
L
= 3250GeV, me˜3
L
= 3260GeV, me˜1
R
= 3600GeV,
me˜2
R
= 3400GeV, me˜3
R
= 3200GeV, mν˜i
L
= mν˜i
R
= 2TeV, mH2
d
= 1TeV,
BL = 1TeV, tan β = 10, tanβL = 2, vLt = 3TeV, (m
2
N˜
) = δijTeV
2,
µL = 3TeV, mL = 2TeV, mϕ0
L
= 1TeV, mP¯ 0
L
= 1TeV, gL = 1/6. (32)
A. NO spectrum
At first we study the NO spectrum with the supposition for neutrino Yukawa couplings
(Yν)
11 = 1.295656092× 10−6, (Yν)22 = 1.595819186× 10−6,
(Yν)
33 = 1.696349655× 10−6, (Yν)12 = 9.774376457× 10−8,
11
(Yν)
13 = 6.418350381× 10−8, (Yν)23 = 4.056255181× 10−8, (33)
and issue the numerical results for light neutrino masses and mixing angles
|∆m2A| = 2.4707× 10−3eV2, ∆m2⊙ = 7.5344× 10−5eV2,
sin2 θ12 = 0.3221, sin
2 θ13 = 0.0247, sin
2 θ23 = 0.5240,
mν1 = 1.9503× 10−1eV, mν2 = 1.9522× 10−1eV, mν3 = 2.0126× 10−1eV. (34)
The diagrams are plotted near this point that satisfies the experiment constraints for light
neutrinos.
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FIG. 1: With NO assumption for neutrino mass spectrum, we plot the neutrino mixing angles and
mass squared differences versus Mnu. In the left diagram sin2 θ12(solid line), sin
2 θ13(dotted line)
and sin2 θ23(dashed line) versus Mnu, and in the right diagram ∆m
2
A(solid line) and ∆m
2
⊙(dotted
line) versus Mnu, respectively.
The parameters (m2
N˜
) are relevant to the masses of right-handed scalar neutrinos which
give contributions to neutrino mass matrix through the coupling of neutrino-sneutrino-lepton
neutralino. Using the assumption (m2
N˜
) = Mnu2δij , we discuss how the scalar neutrinos
affect the results from (m2
N˜
) in the Fig.1. In the left diagram of Fig.1, the neutrino mixing
angles sin2 θ12, 10 × sin2 θ13 and sin2 θ23 are represented by the solid line, dotted line and
dashed line respectively. These three lines all vary weakly versus Mnu in the region 1000 ∼
1500 GeV. The values of sin2 θ12 and sin
2 θ23 are around 0.32 and 0.52 respectively. sin
2 θ13
is the smallest one and near 0.025. In this region of Mnu, the three mixing angles are all
satisfy the experiment bounds. We show the theoretical predictions for ∆m2A and ∆m
2
⊙
versus Mnu by the solid line and dotted line in the right diagram of Fig.1. They are both
12
obviously increasing functions of the Mnu from 1000 GeV to 1500 GeV. Considering the
experiment bounds of ∆m2A and ∆m
2
⊙, the applicable range of Mnu is near 1000 GeV.
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FIG. 2: With NO assumption for neutrino mass spectrum, we plot the neutrino mixing angles and
mass squared differences versus Y nu33. In the left diagram sin2 θ12(solid line), sin
2 θ13(dotted line)
and sin2 θ23(dashed line) versus Y nu33, and in the right diagram ∆m
2
A(solid line) and ∆m
2⊙(dotted
line) versus Y nu33, respectively.
Though the neutrino Yukawa couplings are tiny, they can give important contributions
to the neutrino mixing angles and masses, because they contribute at tree level. Here we
discuss the effects from (Yν)
33 with the definition (Yν)
33 = Y nu33. When Y nu33 varies
from 1.686× 10−6 to 1.706× 10−6, the behaviors of sin2 θ12, sin2 θ13 and sin2 θ23 are studied
numerically in the left diagram of Fig.2. The solid line represents sin2 θ12, and changes softly
except the region (1.695 ∼ 1.699)× 10−6. The values of sin2 θ23 denoted by the dashed line
are the increasing functions of Y nu33, and vary from 0.1 to 0.95. The dotted line represents
10× sin2 θ13, which is very tiny near the point Y nu33 = 1.694× 10−6. For the three mixing
angles, the suitable region of Y nu33 is near 1.696× 10−6. The right diagram in Fig.2 shows
the behaviors of ∆m2A(solid line) and ∆m
2
⊙(dotted line) versus Y nu33. The values of ∆m
2
A
and ∆m2⊙ arrive at small numerical results as Y nu33 between 1.696×10−6 and 1.697×10−6.
Besides the diagonal elements of Yν , the non-diagonal elements of Yν are also important
parameters. Here, we discuss how (Yν)
13 = Y nu13 influences the theoretical predictions on
the neutrino mixing angles and mass squared differences in the Fig.3. In the left diagram,
the solid line (sin2 θ12) looks like ”U” in the Y nu13 region (6.2 × 10−8 ∼ 6.9 × 10−8), and
in the other regions the values of sin2 θ12 are about 0.75 and relatively stable. The dashed
line denoting sin2 θ23 is the decreasing function of the increasing Y nu13 during the region
13
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FIG. 3: With NO assumption for neutrino mass spectrum, we plot the neutrino mixing angles and
mass squared differences versus Y nu13. In the left diagram sin2 θ12(solid line), sin
2 θ13(dotted line)
and sin2 θ23(dashed line) versus Y nu13, and in the right diagram ∆m
2
A(solid line) and ∆m
2⊙(dotted
line) versus Y nu13, respectively.
(5.4×10−8 ∼ 7.4×10−8). We show the values for 10×sin2 θ13 by the dotted line which varies
from almost zero to 2.25. Near the point Y nu13 = 6.6 × 10−8, the values of 10 × sin2 θ13
are very small. In the right diagram of Fig.3, the dotted line(∆m2⊙) is small in the range
6.4×10−8 < Y nu13 < 6.9×10−8. The values of ∆m2A×103/eV2 represented by the solid line
vary from 2.5 to 8.0. Taking into account the neutrino experiment bounds, the appropriate
Y nu13 value is around 6.4× 10−8.
B. IO spectrum
With the neutrino mass spectrum being IO, the neutrino mass squared differences and
mixing angles are also studied numerically here. Using the following parameters
(Yν)
11 = 1.306444732× 10−6, (Yν)22 = 1.594718138× 10−6,
(Yν)
33 = 1.694606167× 10−6, (Yν)12 = 9.556253970× 10−8,
(Yν)
13 = 5.940807045× 10−8, (Yν)23 = 3.061881997× 10−8, (35)
we get the numerical results for the neutrino masses and mixing angles at this point. The
obtained numerical results are shown in the following form
sin2 θ12 = 0.2806, sin
2 θ13 = 0.0212, sin
2 θ23 = 0.4939,
|∆m2A| = 2.5819× 10−3eV2, ∆m2⊙ = 7.6694× 10−5eV2,
14
mν1 = 1.9510× 10−1eV, mν2 = 1.9529× 10−1eV,
mν3 = 1.8857× 10−1eV. (36)
The light neutrino masses are all at the order of 10−1 eV.
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FIG. 4: With IO assumption for neutrino mass spectrum, we plot the neutrino mixing angles and
mass squared differences versus Nuf . In the left diagram sin2 θ12(solid line), sin
2 θ13(dotted line)
and sin2 θ23(dashed line) versus Nuf , and in the right diagram −∆m2A(solid line) and ∆m2⊙(dotted
line) versus Nuf , respectively.
Here, we discuss the effects from the non-diagonal elements of (m2
N˜
), and suppose
(m2
N˜
)ij = Nuf
2, for i, j = 1, 2, 3 and i 6= j. In the left diagram of Fig.4, we depict the
solid line(sin2 θ12), dotted line (10 × sin2 θ13) and dashed line(sin2 θ23), respectively. These
three lines change mildly with Nuf varying from 0 to 1000 GeV. For the parameter Nuf ,
the dotted line and dashed line are both increasing functions, and the solid line is the de-
creasing function. The neutrino mass squared differences versus Nuf denoted by the solid
line(−∆m2A) and dotted line(∆m2⊙) are plotted in the right diagram of Fig.4. ∆m2⊙ increases
a little faster than −∆m2A with the increasing Nuf . In this parameter space, Nuf should
be no more than 200GeV as shown in the Fig.4.
Here, we also discuss how the diagonal element (Yν)
33 = Y nu33 influences the theoretical
predictions on the neutrino mixing angles and mass squared differences in the Fig.5. From
the solid line(sin2 θ12), dotted line(10× sin2 θ13) and dashed line(sin2 θ23) in the left diagram,
we should take Y nu33 around 1.695×10−6. In the right diagram, both the solid line(−∆m2A)
and the dotted line(∆m2⊙) reach small values near the point Y nu33 = 1.695 × 10−6. The
non-diagonal element (Yν)
12 = Y nu12 can obviously influence the numerical results for the
neutrinos. The mixing angles(sin2 θ12, 10 × sin2 θ13, sin2 θ23) versus Y nu12 are plotted by
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FIG. 5: With IO assumption for neutrino mass spectrum, we plot the neutrino mixing angles and
mass squared differences versus Y nu33. In the left diagram sin2 θ12(solid line), sin
2 θ13(dotted
line) and sin2 θ23(dashed line) versus Y nu33, and in the right diagram −∆m2A(solid line) and
∆m2⊙(dotted line) versus Y nu33, respectively.
the solid, dotted and dashed line in the left diagram of Fig.6. We show the neutrino mass
squared differences −∆m2A(the solid line) and ∆m2⊙(the dashed line) in the right diagram
of Fig.6. From the both diagrams and neutrino experiment bounds, the appropriate value
of Y nu12 should be around 9.6 × 10−8. As it is well known that the light neutrino masses
are very tiny and there are five experiment constraints(three mixing angles and two mass
squared differences), the obtained suitable parameter space is narrow.
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FIG. 6: With IO assumption for neutrino mass spectrum, we plot the neutrino mixing angles and
mass squared differences versus Y nu12. In the left diagram sin2 θ12(solid line), sin
2 θ13(dotted
line) and sin2 θ23(dashed line) versus Y nu12, and in the right diagram −∆m2A(solid line) and
∆m2⊙(dotted line) versus Y nu12, respectively.
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VI. SUMMARY
The neutrino experiment data from both solar and atmospheric neutrino experiments
show that neutrinos have tiny masses and three mixing angles including two large mixing
angles and one small mixing angle. The SM can not solve the neutrino experiment data,
and physicists consider SM should be the low energy effective theory of a large model. So,
the SM should be extended. One of the supersymmetric extensions of the SM is BLMSSM
which has local gauged B and L symmetries. In this model, we have studied some processes
in our previous works[13–15, 19]. In this work, with the mass insertion approximation the
one loop corrections to the neutrino mixing matrix are researched.
In the BLMSSM, the tree level neutrino mass mixing matrix is obtained in our previ-
ous work[16]. The obtained one loop corrections include: 1. the virtual slepton-chargino
corrections; 2. the virtual sneutrino-lepton neutralino corrections; 3. the virtual sneutrino-
neutralino corrections; 4. the virtual Higgs-charged lepton corrections; 5. the exotic Higgs-
neutrino corrections. We get the sum of the tree and one loop contributions to the neutrino
mixing matrix. The one loop corrected effective light neutrino mass matrixMeffν is deduced.
Using the top-down method, we give the formulae for the neutrino masses and mixing angles.
For neutrino mass spectrum, both NO and IO conditions are discussed numerically. In our
used parameter space, the obtained numerical results for the neutrino three mixing angles
and two mass squared differences can account for the corresponding experiment data. Our
results imply that the light neutrino masses are at the order of 10−1 eV.
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